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Abstract
To test whether temporal transient cues could improve colour-constancy estimates, surface-colour matches were made across
two Mondrian patterns illuminated by different daylights: the patterns were presented either in the same position in an alternating
sequence or, as a control, simultaneously side-by-side. The degree of colour constancy was significantly higher with sequential
stimulus presentation than with simultaneous presentation, in the best condition reaching 0.87 on a scale of 0 to 1 for matches
averaged over 20 observers. The variance between observers was also markedly reduced with sequential stimulus presentation. The
visual system appears to have mechanisms not requiring adaptation that can provide almost unbiased information about surface
colour under changing illuminants. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
At least two kinds of visual processes underlie the
perception of surface colour under changes of illuminant (Arend & Reeves, 1986): one depends on the eye
becoming accustomed to the new illuminant and involves light adaptation (von Kries, 1905; Bramwell &
Hurlbert, 1996; Whittle, 1996) and contrast adaptation
(Webster & Mollon, 1995; Brown & MacLeod, 1997)
and another which is more immediate and involves little
of this adaptation, as when the eye moves rapidly over
a scene with varying light and shade (Zaidi et al., 1997).
The extent to which the latter yields a colour-constant
percept has been tested in the laboratory by simultaneously presenting pairs of differently illuminated
Mondrian patterns on a computer-controlled colour
display monitor: an observer attempts to match the
surface colour of a patch in one pattern against the
surface colour of the corresponding patch in the other
pattern (Arend & Reeves, 1986); the gaze is moved
* Corresponding author. Tel.: + 44-161-200 3888; fax: + 44-161200 3887.
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repeatedly from one pattern to the other to avoid
adapting to either (Cornelissen & Brenner, 1995). Reported levels of constancy assessed by simultaneous
asymmetric colour matching have rarely exceeded 0.6–
0.7, where 1.0 would be perfect constancy (Arend et al.,
1991; Troost & de Weert, 1991; Cornelissen & Brenner,
1995). Similar values have been obtained with physical
three-dimensional illuminated surfaces as stimuli, rather
than their simulations on a colour monitor (Brainard et
al., 1997). Higher levels have been reported in an
achromatic matching task (Brainard, 1998; Kraft &
Brainard, 1999), although the connection with chromatic matching is not yet resolved (Maloney, 1999;
Speigle & Brainard, 1999).
Introducing high-level cognitive cues about stimulus
surfaces may not be the only way to improve performance in the unadapted eye. An alternative approach
to the problem comes from a different kind of experiment on discriminating illuminant changes on a scene
from changes in the reflecting properties of the surfaces
comprising it; observers can perform this task rapidly
and effortlessly (Craven & Foster, 1992; Foster et al.,
1992). Illuminant changes appear to produce a ‘‘wash’’
over the scene and reflectance changes a ‘‘pop-out’’
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effect. Critically, performance improves with the speed
of the illuminant and reflectance changes (Linnell &
Foster, 1996), which presumably generate a transient
signal that is exploited by the visual system (Foster et
al., 2000). In simultaneous colour constancy, however,
useful transient cues are unlikely to be produced, but
they should be evident in the temporal analogue of
simultaneous colour constancy, that is, when stimuli are
presented in rapid temporal sequence. This laboratory
arrangement might model the natural viewing condition
when a cloud passes over the sun, or when someone or
something moves in front of the light and casts a
shadow.
Notice that in this sequential presentation of stimuli,
as in simultaneous presentation, the eye is assumed not
to be adapted to the separately illuminated patterns;
thus the task should be distinguished from that performed in traditional measurements of successive
colour constancy in which the eye is first fully adapted
to one illuminated pattern and then fully adapted to a
differently illuminated pattern, observers making either
an achromatic setting (e.g. Brainard, 1998) or a memory match (e.g. Troost & de Weert, 1991; Brainard &
Wandell, 1992; Arend, 1993; Jin & Shevell, 1996).
Colour appearance has been assumed to take tens of
seconds or longer to stabilize after a change in viewing
context (Fairchild & Lennie, 1992; Fairchild & Reniff,
1995; although see Rinner & Gegenfurtner, 2000).
In the experiment described here, 20 observers made
surface-colour matches across two Mondrian patterns.
A daylight of 25 000 K illuminated one pattern and a
daylight of 6700 K illuminated the other, except for its
centre patch, which was illuminated independently by a
variable local light whose colour was controlled by the
observer. Patterns were presented either in the same
position in an alternating sequence with period of 2 s
or, as a control, simultaneously side-by-side. Fresh
patterns were generated in each trial and precautions
were taken to reduce the possibility of observers taking
advantage of accidental similarities in the colour of the
centre and surround patches (Maloney, 1999). Particular care was taken in the analysis to distinguish between
the effects of bias and variance in observers’ matches. It
was found that the degree of colour constancy was
significantly higher with sequential presentation than
with simultaneous presentation and that the variance
between observers was markedly lower.

2. Methods

2.1. Stimuli and apparatus
The stimuli were computer-generated images of illuminated Mondrian patterns (subsequent references to
surfaces, materials, and illuminants used in the experi-

ment apply to these computer simulations). The patterns were square, of side 7° visual angle, and
comprised an array of 49 (7 × 7) square Lambertian
coloured surfaces of side 1° visual angle, as illustrated
in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The surfaces were randomly drawn
from 1269 samples in the Munsell Book of Color (Munsell Color Corporation, 1976), each reflectance function
being sampled at 10-nm intervals. The original spectral
reflectances rather than compositions of spectral basis
functions were used (Parkkinen et al., 1989). The Munsell set includes a large sample of naturally occurring
reflectance functions: the set of spectral reflectances
spanned by its basis functions includes spectral reflectances of flowers, flower clusters, leaves, and berries
(see e.g. Jaaskelainen, et al., 1990). Moreover, data on
spectral reflectances in natural pastoral scenes and
scenes of the built environment suggest that the Munsell set may provide a more demanding test of visual
competence (Nascimento et al., 1999). As explained
later, the random sampling producing each Mondrian
pattern was repeated, if necessary, to eliminate any
accidental similarities between pairs of surfaces. The
only constraint placed on the sampling was that the
surfaces should be displayable on the colour monitor
under the fixed and variable illuminants used.
The patterns were presented in a dark surround and
were viewed binocularly at 100 cm. The ambient luminance in the room was less than 0.3 cd m − 2. One
pattern was presented under a fixed, spatially uniform
daylight of correlated colour temperature 25 000 K and
luminance 50 cd m − 2; the other pattern was made of
the same materials and was presented under a fixed,
spatially uniform daylight of correlated colour temperature 6700 K and luminance 50 cd m − 2, except for the
centre patch where the 6700 K daylight was replaced by
an adjustable, independent, spatially uniform local illuminant (the ‘‘match’’ illuminant) constructed from the
daylight spectral basis functions of Judd et al. (1964)
with variable coefficients. By varying these coefficients
with a joypad connected to the computer, the observer
could vary the colour (and luminance) of the match
illuminant over a large convex region of the CIE 1931
(x, y) chromaticity diagram (0.2505x5 0.400; 0.2305
y5 0.400) containing the coordinates (0.250, 0.255) and
(0.310, 0.326) of the fixed 25 000 K and 6700 K illuminants. The centre patch in the pattern under the 25 000
K illuminant defined the test surface and the centre
patch in the pattern under the 6700 K illuminant
defined the match surface1. The initial setting of the
match illuminant in each trial was chosen randomly.
1

This nomenclature is common (e.g. Valberg & Lange-Malecki,
1990; Lucassen & Walraven, 1993; Cataliotti & Gilchrist, 1995;
Kuriki & Uchikawa, 1996; Brainard et al., 1997; Bäuml, 1999), but
not universal (e.g. Arend & Reeves, 1986; Arend et al., 1991; Cornelissen & Brenner, 1995).
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Fig. 1. Colour-constancy settings made by 20 observers with Mondrian-pattern stimuli. (a) and (b) show the configurations of the stimuli for
simultaneous and sequential presentation respectively. The illuminants were daylights with correlated colour temperatures 25 000 K and 6700 K,
luminance 50 cd m − 2. (c)–(f) show observers’ surface-colour matches in the CIE 1976 (u%, 6%) uniform chromaticity diagram. Each point (open
circles) in each of the four chromaticity diagrams represents for each individual observer the mean illuminant setting for 16 randomly selected
Munsell surfaces used for the test patches. The means of the matches made by observers are shown by crosses. The locations of the 25 000 K and
6700 K illuminants are shown by the filled squares and filled circles respectively. Perfect colour constancy for a match would be indicated by the
open circle falling on the filled circle. In (c) and (e), the Mondrian patterns were presented simultaneously, side-by-side, as in (a); in (d) and (f)
they were presented sequentially, in an alternating sequence, with period 2 s, as in (b). In (c) and (d), observers had control of the chromaticity
and luminance of the match illuminant (for these plots, the luminance value for each match was discarded); in (e) and (f), observers had control
of just the chromaticity of the match illuminant.
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The gamut of test surfaces was the maximum possible
subject to the display constraints described earlier: 448
different chromaticities distributed over 76 different
luminance levels.
To aid comparison with previously published data,
matches were made under two conditions: in one condition, the observer varied both the chromaticity and
luminance (x, y, Y) of the match illuminant; and, in the
other condition, just the chromaticity (x, y) of the
match illuminant, for which the luminance Y was set to
that of the 25 000 K and 6700 K illuminants. Varying
the chromaticity and luminance of the match illuminant
is closely related to varying the chromaticity and luminance of the match patch (depending on the particular
spectral reflectance of the patch and the basis functions
of the illuminant), but this parameterization in terms of
the match illuminant had the advantage that settings
could be compared directly with each other, independent of the spectral reflectance of the centre patch, and
averages could be calculated both over illuminant settings made by individual observers and over observers2.
This device is used later to separate observer variance
from observer bias.
The two Mondrian patterns were presented either
simultaneously and continuously, side-by-side, or sequentially, in the same position, alternating sharply
with each other every 1 s, with no blank interval
interposed. The fixed 25 000 K and 6700 K illuminants
were chosen to give a reasonable shift in chromaticity,
but not so extreme that the colour gamut of either
pattern was compromised. (Good constancy may be
independent of the chromaticity of the illuminant
change, at least for modest changes; see Brainard
(1998).)
The stimuli were generated on the screen of a 20-in.,
1024 × 768 pixels, RGB colour display monitor (Trinitron, model GDM-20SE2T5; Sony, Japan), controlled
by a computer with a raster-graphics card (VSG2/3F;
Cambridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK) providing a nominal 15-bit intensity resolution per gun. The
central 28 cm (11 in.) of the screen was used for stimuli.
The screen refresh rate was approx 100 Hz. A telespectroradiometer (SpectraColorimeter, PR-650; Photo Research Inc., California, USA) that had previously been
calibrated by the UK National Physical Laboratory
was used to calibrate the display system. This calibration was performed sufficiently frequently that errors in
the displayed CIE (x, y, Y) coordinates of a white test
patch were B 0.005 in (x, y) and B 3% in Y ( B 5% at
low light levels).
2

If, instead, settings were expressed in terms of the chromaticities
of the centre patch, a corresponding equivalent illuminant would
need to be calculated, for example, by assuming that its effect could
be described by a von Kries transformation; see Brainard et al. (1997,
Appendix A).

2.2. Obser6ers
There were 20 observers, seven male and 13 female,
aged 19–30 years. Each had normal colour vision,
verified by Rayleigh and Moreland anomaloscopy, and
normal spatial acuity. All except observer KA (coauthor) were unaware of the purpose of the experiment
and unpractised in making colour matches.

2.3. Procedure
Each observer made 16 matches in each of the four
conditions: simultaneous and sequential stimulus presentation, with control of the chromaticity and luminance (x, y, Y) of the match illuminant and with just
control of its chromaticity (x, y). The order of conditions was balanced over observers.
Particular care was taken in defining the task (Arend
& Reeves, 1986). Observers were instructed as follows:
‘‘Your task is to adjust the colour of the central light to
make the piece of paper look as if it is cut from exactly
the same sheet as the corresponding piece of paper in
the other pattern. When you have finished, the two
patterns should look as if they are made up of exactly
the same pieces of coloured paper but illuminated by
different, spatially even lights’’. To ensure that the
instructions were understood, observers were then
asked to explain the task back to the experimenter.
In contrast to the practice in some experiments using
asymmetric colour matching (e.g. Arend & Reeves,
1986; Arend et al., 1991; Cornelissen & Brenner, 1995;
Bäuml, 1999), observers were not instructed to look for
patches in the pattern containing the test patch that
were similar in colour to it and then attempt to adjust
the match patch in the other pattern so that the colour
relations between it and the surrounding patches were
similar to the colour relations between the test patch
and its surrounding patches3. The problem is that, in
the extreme, if there were a patch in the test-patch
pattern very close in colour to the test patch, then the
matching task could be reduced to a simple hue–saturation–brightness match between just the match patch
and the corresponding surround patch in the other
pattern. Such a procedure could yield apparently high
levels of colour constancy in a visual system that in
reality had none (Maloney, 1999). To reduce the possibility of observers using this strategy here, each random
sampling of Munsell surfaces in the test-patch pattern
was repeated until the difference between the centre
3
This is actually an appeal to relational colour constancy. In
theory, the constancy estimates obtained in this and other matching
experiments where opportunity exists for comparisons of perceived
colour relations are strictly measurements of relational colour constancy, not colour constancy (Foster & Nascimento, 1994, Appendix
1).
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Table 1
Variances (×1000) of colour-constancy matches over 20 observersa

Match variables

Chromaticity and luminance (L* u* 6* space)
Chromaticity (u%, 6% space)

Simultaneousb

Sequentialb

0.346 (0.113)
0.272 (0.079)

0.239 (0.095)
0.205 (0.057)

a

Variances of colour-constancy matches for simultaneous and sequential presentation of Mondrian patterns with observer control of the
chromaticity and luminance of the match illuminant and of just the chromaticity of the match illuminant. Matches were expressed in CIE 1976
(L* u* 6*) and CIE 1976 (u%, 6%) spaces.
b
SEs are indicated in parentheses (because observers’ performances were correlated over conditions, the estimated variances of the differences
in indices were less than the sums of the corresponding squared SEs; see footnote 6).

patch and each other patch in the pattern was greater
than a certain distance in the CIE 1976 (u%, 6%) chromaticity diagram. This minimum distance was 0.55
times the distance between the positions of the 25 000
K and 6700 K illuminants in that space. There was no
rating of observers’ matches (cf. Speigle & Brainard,
1999).

3. Results and comment

3.1. Means and 6ariances o6er obser6ers
As each match made by an observer is an illuminant
estimate, it may be represented in a common diagram
containing the 25 000 and 6700 K illuminants. Fig. 1,
panels (c)–(f), shows observers’ surface-colour matches
in the CIE 1976 (u%, 6%) uniform chromaticity diagram.
Each point (open circles) in each of the four chromaticity diagrams represents for each individual observer the
mean illuminant setting for 16 randomly selected Munsell surfaces used for the test patches4. In (c) and (d),
observers had control of the chromaticity and luminance of the match illuminant (for these plots the
luminance value for each match was discarded); in (e)
and (f), observers had control of just the chromaticity
of the match illuminant. The means of the matches
made by observers are shown by crosses. The locations
of the 25 000 and 6700 K illuminants are shown by the
filled squares and filled circles respectively. Where data
points would have overlapped and obscured each other,
a small amount of random jitter was added (Cleveland,
1994).
The extent of observers’ colour constancy can be
gauged by how close the open circles are to each of the
filled circles. In all cases, the positions of the mean
matches do not deviate much from a line joining the
4
In two matches, one of the 20 observers chose extreme luminance
values of the match illuminant (2 cd m − 2, 715 cd m − 2), which, on a
log luminance scale, were over 15 SDs away from the corresponding
mean (54 cd m − 2) for that condition. These two matches (out of
16×20× 4 = 1280 matches in all) were omitted, as they produced
biased estimates of the population SD.

25 000 and 6700 K illuminants (Arend & Reeves, 1986).
Matches with sequentially presented stimuli can be seen
to be closer to the ideal colour-constant values (compare positions of crosses and filled circles), an improvement that is quantified in the next section.
Matches with sequentially presented stimuli can also
be seen to be less variable than with simultaneously
presented stimuli. Table 1 shows variances5 of the
matches over the 20 observers for each of the two
match conditions and for simultaneous and sequential
presentation of the patterns. Thus, with observer control of the chromaticity and luminance of the match
illuminant, the variance for sequential presentation was
about 0.69 times that for simultaneous presentation, an
improvement that was statistically significant (P=
0.02); with observer control of just the chromaticity of
the match illuminant, the variance for sequential presentation was about 0.75 times that for simultaneous
presentation (but not statistically significant)6.

3.2. Colour-constancy index
The degree of colour constancy was quantified by a
constancy index due to Arend et al. (1991). The index is
defined for the stimuli used here as follows. In a
suitable colour space, let a be the distance between the
observer’s setting and the 6700 K illuminant and let b
be the distance between the 25 000 and 6700 K illuminants. Then the constancy index is 1 − a/b. This index
was calculated for each observer for each of the four
experimental conditions. As matches were expressed in
terms of the adjustment of the match illuminant,
colour-constancy indices were calculated directly for the
match illuminant (cf. Brainard et al., 1997). (Indices

5

The variance was taken as the mean square distance of the
illuminant settings from the centroid of the settings, equivalent to the
sum of the variances of the settings in the u% and 6% directions.
6
Here and elsewhere P-values were calculated by the bootstrap
percentile method (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) for matched samples,
with resampling over the 20 observers. Where t-tests could be calculated, the corresponding P-values were almost identical. To improve
the precision of the variance estimates, the number of observers
would have to be increased.
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Table 2
Average colour-constancy indices over 20 observersa

Match variables

Chromaticity and luminance (L* u* 6* space)
Chromaticity (u% 6% space)

Simultaneousb

Sequentialb

0.600 (0.068)
0.663 (0.032)

0.690 (0.040)
0.750 (0.031)

a

Colour-constancy indices for simultaneous and sequential presentation of Mondrian patterns with observer control of the chromaticity and
luminance of the match illuminant and of just the chromaticity of the match illuminant. Indices were calculated for CIE 1976 (L* u* 6*) and CIE
1976 (u%, 6%) spaces.
b
SEs indicated in parentheses (see footnote b, Table 1).
Table 3
Colour-constancy indices for averages of matches over 20 observersa

Match variables

Chromaticity and luminance (L* u* 6* space)
Chromaticity (u%, 6% space)

Simultaneousb

Sequentialb

0.704 (0.060)
0.781 (0.044)

0.771 (0.039)
0.872 (0.032)

a
Colour-constancy indices for simultaneous and sequential presentation of Mondrian patterns with observer control of the chromaticity and
luminance of the match illuminant and of just the chromaticity of the match illuminant. Indices were calculated for CIE 1976 (L* u* 6*) and CIE
1976 (u%, 6%) spaces.
b
SEs indicated in parentheses (see footnote b, Table 1).

calculated for individual patches were almost identical
with those calculated for the corresponding illuminants.) When observers had control of both the chromaticity and luminance of the match illuminant, indices
were calculated for three-dimensional CIE 1976 (L* u*
6*) colour space (Bäuml, 1999); the second illuminant,
with correlated colour temperature 6700 K and luminance 50 cd m − 2, was taken as the nominally white
light for this calculation (see e.g. Wyszecki & Stiles,
1982). When observers had control of just the chromaticity of the match illuminant, indices were calculated for two-dimensional CIE 1976 (u%, 6%) colour
space (Arend et al., 1991). Table 2 shows the indices
averaged over the 20 observers for each of the two
match conditions and for simultaneous and sequential
presentation of the patterns.
With simultaneous presentation of the stimuli, the
value of 0.60 for the mean colour-constancy index
obtained with observer control of chromaticity and
luminance (Table 2, first column of numbers, first row)
is similar to previously reported values for asymmetric
colour matching (e.g. Brainard et al., 1997, with nearly
natural images), as is the value of 0.66 obtained with
observer control of chromaticity (e.g. Arend et al.,
1991). With sequential presentation of the stimuli, the
mean value improved by 0.09 with control of both
chromaticity and luminance of the match illuminant
and by 0.09 with control of just the chromaticity of the
match illuminant. These improvements in the index
with change from simultaneous to sequential presentation were statistically significant, with and without observer control of luminance (P B0.01, P B0.01).

3.3. Variance 6ersus bias in constancy index
The colour-constancy index suffers from the disadvantage that it confounds observer bias and variance;
consequently, what appear to be departures from perfect colour constancy may in fact be the result of
random errors. An indication of this confounding is
given by the difference between (1) values of the colourconstancy index averaged over observers’ matches and
(2) values of the index for matches averaged over
observers7. Table 2 shows the result of calculating (1).
To calculate (2), observers’ matches were averaged in
(L* u* 6*) and (u%, 6%) space (a legitimate operation
because, as noted earlier, matches were expressed as
illuminant settings), and the corresponding colour-constancy indices then obtained. Table 3 shows the result.
In all four conditions, the colour-constancy indices in
Table 3 were larger than in Table 2, suggesting that the
indices in Table 2 did indeed confound observer variance with bias. The advantage for sequential presentation remained statistically significant, with and without
observer control of the luminance (PB 0.05, PB0.05).
The highest level of colour constancy was 0.87, obtained in the sequential condition with observers controlling just the chromaticity of the match illuminant.
This value was also associated with the smallest standard error.

7

More precisely, if c(x, y) is the value of the colour-constancy
index for an arbitrary match (x, y) and E is the operation of taking
the mean, then E(c(x, y)) "c(E(x, y)).
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4. Discussion
Fast illuminant changes can improve estimates of
colour constancy in the unadapted eye. With sequential
presentation of stimulus patterns, colour-constancy indices obtained by asymmetric colour matching increased by about 10% whether observers controlled
both the chromaticity and luminance of the match
illuminant or its chromaticity alone. This advantage
held for both individual and group matching behaviour. In addition to improving colour constancy,
sequential presentation reduced the variance of matches
between observers by 25 – 30%.

4.1. Sources of 6ariation
There was, however, considerable residual variance
between observers, even in the best experimental condition. Between-observer variance, which has also been
reported in other studies (Arend & Reeves, 1986; Arend
et al., 1991; Troost & de Weert, 1991; Cornelissen &
Brenner, 1995), has sometimes been attributed to the
varying experience and knowledge of the observer. In
the present work, all except one of the observers were
untrained in the task, but each understood it sufficiently well to explain it back to the experimenter.
There were also systematic differences in within-observer variance, which was correlated over experimental
conditions (product-moment correlation coefficients r
ranged between 0.70 and 0.83). Other stimulus-related
sources of variation seem not to be significant; for
example, a post-hoc analysis of the correlation between
the degree of constancy and the chromaticity of the test
patch showed little association (r B0.15). As Arend and
Reeves (1986) noted, in asymmetric colour matching
the observer is presented with competing sources of
information: the apparent colour of the test patch (hue,
saturation, and brightness) versus the surface colour of
the test patch. In general, the instructions given to the
observer are intended to concentrate attention on one
source of information or the other, but observers may
attend in varying degrees to both. Adding transient
cues to indicate the failure of a surface-colour match
should reduce that ambiguity, which is consistent with
what was found here. Even so, the present methodology
remains imperfect in that observers still need to assess
which of the two potentially uncertain cues to a surface-colour match they should prefer: the perceived
goodness of the match itself or any transient cues to its
failure.

4.2. Simultaneous colour constancy
The present measurements of simultaneous colour
constancy differ in detail from those in some previous
studies. Thus, with regard to stimuli, there were no grey
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boundaries to the patterns being compared, which
might have provided a normalizing reference; the large
number of test surfaces for which matches were
recorded were randomly drawn from the Munsell set
subject only to the constraint that they could be displayed on the colour monitor; and accidental similarities between test and surrounding surfaces in each
pattern were eliminated. With regard to observers, a
larger number than usual were tested; they were not
instructed to adopt a particular matching strategy,
other than to make a paper match; and their results
were not rated. The degree of colour constancy obtained by simultaneous colour matching was, however,
almost the same as that recorded by simultaneous
colour matching with nearly natural images, about 0.6
(Brainard et al., 1997).
Higher indices were reported by Bäuml (1999) in
measurements of simultaneous colour constancy with
Mondrian patterns on a colour monitor: averaged over
four observers, a colour-constancy index of 0.79 in (L*
u* 6*) space was obtained. The reasons for this improved performance are unclear: it seems unlikely
(Bäuml, 1999, personal communication) that observers
exploited accidental similarities between the test and
surrounding patches within the patterns; alternatively,
it may have been simply that this group of observers,
all having performed three practice sessions, were unusually competent; for comparison, in the present
study, six of the 20 observers tested obtained (L* u*
6*) constancy indices of 0.79 or greater in the equivalent experimental condition.

4.3. Underlying mechanisms
It has been assumed here that temporal transient cues
underlie the observed improvement in colour constancy
with sequential pattern presentation. Although the improvement was limited, it should be considered in relation to the prediction from the time course of
adaptation that constancy should be worse, not better,
with sequential presentation. Conversely, it might be
argued that sequential presentation should produce better constancy because it involves little or no memory
load and the information that the observer needs to
perform the task is immediately available, whereas
simultaneous pattern presentation requires eye movements and must involve some memory load. Yet, as has
been shown elsewhere (Linnell & Foster, 1996; Foster
et al., 2000), the advantage of sequential presentation
depends on the sharpness of the change from one image
to the next: smoother changes, with rates less than 5
s − 1, produce poorer performance, even though no eye
movements are required.
If temporal transient cues do underlie improved
colour constancy, they are probably derived from a
low-level signal based on spatial ratios of cone excita-
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tions or of combinations of cone excitations arising
from light reflected from pairs of surfaces in the image.
Under illuminant changes these ratios are preserved
almost exactly for Munsell surfaces, and for surfaces
with random spectral reflectances (Foster & Nascimento, 1994) and for those drawn from natural pastoral scenes (Nascimento et al., 1999). Moreover,
deviations in these ratios are interpreted by observers as
being due to changes in surface reflectance even when
they are actually due to changes in illuminant (Nascimento & Foster, 1997). Such signals, which do not
require adaptation to the illuminated scene nor knowledge of the illuminant (D’Zmura & Iverson, 1994),
could be generated early in the visual pathway, perhaps
within the eye itself (Cornelissen & Brenner, 1995;
Rüttiger et al., 1999), but as illuminant changes can be
discriminated moderately well from non-illuminant
changes in dichoptically viewed images (Nascimento &
Foster, 1998), cone-excitation ratios might also be computed more centrally, as part of a multi-stage analysis
of surface colour (Walsh, 1999). They cannot of course
account for the whole of colour constancy, for the
colour percept associated with any particular surface
requires a spectral reference to anchor cone-ratio information (Land, 1959; Gilchrist et al., 1999). Nevertheless, from the evidence presented here, cone-excitation
ratios may play a significant role in the detection of
violations of colour constancy.
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